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The folktale recounted in this unit is titled
The Right Way to Ride a Donkey. It tells
of a boy and his father, the journey they
take, and the lessons they learn about
people, their opinions and common sense.
The cute artwork and clever story line are
sure to hold your students attention, as they
begin their education in Nigerian culture
and family life. Complete follow up
instructions and suggestions focus on
traditional Nigerian clothing and food, and
life in various Nigerian villages. They also
help students produce their own picture
book of the story. Cut-out characters and a
story mat are included.This unit also helps
children learn subjects as varied as
language, math, crafts, and art. Activities
are tied to a variety of Nigerian cultural
subjects, including: Choosing Tribes, about
the three main tribes in Nigeria; Painting
Tribal Markings, a face painting activity;
Making Headwraps for Girls; Making Hats
for Boys; Vegetable Printing with Fabric
Paint; Celebrating the New Yam Festival;
Creating
a
Marketplace,
including
activities such as making bead jewelry and
calabashes, and learning about Nigerian
money; Learning How to to Bargain, which
introduces a dialect used in the markets;
Cooking Dodo (fried plantain); a counting
game; a dancing game; a counting chart;
and a picture of a Nigerian City. There are
also pages devoted to the Flag of Nigeria,
Maps of Nigeria and Africa, and a glossary
of terms. Activities are always begun with
a paragraph of Cultural Background and a
Preparation list, followed by complete,
step-by-step instructions. All pages are
reproducible and perforated for easy
removal.
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Nigerian pilot becomes first African to fly solo around the world May 2, 2017 To some people in the west, every
African is a Nigerian, one can hardly fault them Nigerians are all around the globe, inscribing their names How a
Nigeriana solo flight around the world is inspiring Africa What comes to mind when you hear Nigeria? One in every
five African is Nigerian that is how large and populated Nigeria is. It is not just Africas most 5 Things Nigeria Is Best
Known For Around The World - How Nigeria Mar 31, 2017 A Nigerian born pilot for Air Djibouti Ademilola Lola
Odujinrin has made history by becoming the first African pilot to fly solo around the world. Nigerias Odujinrin
becomes first African to fly solo around the world Mar 31, 2017 A Nigerian born pilot for Air Djibouti Ademilola
Lola Odujinrin has made history by becoming the first African pilot to fly solo around the world. 5 Things Nigeria Is
Best Known For Around The World Naijassador Apr 6, 2017 Nigerian airline pilot Ademola Odujinrin, known as
Lola, has become the first African to fly solo around the world, his foundation Transcend Nigerian becomes first
African to fly solo around the world 5 things Nigeria is best known for around the world ConstructAfrica May 3,
2017 Most Nigerian newspapers are updated daily. Nigeria and World News Headlines are uptaded every ten minutes
as events unfold in the world. NewsRoundup 3/5/17 - Latest News in Nigeria & Around The World Apr 7, 2017
Lagos, Nigeria AFP Nigerian airline pilot Ademola Odujinrin, known as Lola, has become the first African to fly solo
around the world, his Nigerian becomes first African to fly solo around the world - Times May 2, 2017 What comes
to mind when you hear Nigeria? One in every five African is Nigerian that is how large and populated Nigeria is. It is
not just 5 things Nigeria is best known for around the world - Lagos Television Daily news updates, viewpoints,
feature articles and essays on Nigeria, Africa and the world in general, from a Nigerian perspective. Nigeria country
profile - BBC News A group of Nigerians is set to use The Transcend Project in a unique bid to dare Africa to dream.
Starting with a historical solo flight around the world. Around The World FollowFollow A Nigerian travel
perspective Apr 6, 2017 Nigerian airline pilot Ademola Odujinrin, known as Lola, has become the first African to fly
solo around the world, his foundation Transcend 5 Things Nigeria Is Best Known For Around The World African
See how Nigeria ranks in US News Best Countries. Photos, statistics and additional rankings of Nigeria. Nigeriaworld
-- All About Nigeria News ? Ademilola Odujinrin, pilot of Air Djibouti, is on a mission to become the first African
pilot in history to fly alone around the world. Nigeria TIME For Kids What comes to mind when you hear Nigeria?
One in every five African is Nigerian that is how large and populated Nigeria is. It is not just Africas most
NewsRoundup 4/5/17 - Latest News in Nigeria & Around The World wing Provides an overview of Nigeria,
including key events and facts about this oil-rich The former British colony is one of the worlds largest oil producers,
but few 1850s - Britain establishes presence around Lagos, which it consolidates 6 days ago Most Nigerian
newspapers are updated daily. Nigeria and World News Headlines are uptaded every ten minutes as events unfold in the
world. Nigerian aviator becomes first African to fly solo around the world Apr 26, 2017 Most Nigerian newspapers
are updated daily. Nigeria and World News Headlines are uptaded every ten minutes as events unfold in the world.
Nigerian pilot to become first African to fly around the world solo Apr 6, 2017 Nigerian airline pilot Ademola
Odujinrin, known as Lola, has become the first African to fly solo around the world, his foundation Transcend Nigerian
pilot, Ademola Odujinrin becomes first African to fly solo News for Nigeria (Nigeria, Around the World) Sep 1,
2015 One in every five African is Nigerian that is how large and populated Nigeria is. It is not just Africas most
populous nation, but also Africas most 5 things Nigeria is best known for around the world - Ventures Africa Apr 8,
2017 Nigerian airline pilot Ademola Odujinrin, known as Lola, has become the first African to fly solo around the
world, his foundation Transcend Nigeria - Wikipedia Welcome to Nigeria - the most populated country in Africa.
Nigeria is home to more than 250 ethnic groups. The African nation is known for Around The World NewsRoundup
3/5/17 - Latest News in Nigeria & Around The World NewsRoundup 4/5/17 - Latest News in Nigeria & Around The
World This Thursday. Thu, 05/04/2017 - 10:29 newsadmin. NewsRoundup 4/5/17 - Latest News NewsRoundup
26/4/17 - Latest News in Nigeria & Around The World May 3, 2017 Most Nigerian newspapers are updated daily.
Nigeria and World News Headlines are uptaded every ten minutes as events unfold in the world. Nigeria - Child
Marriage Around The World. Girls Not Brides The Federal Republic of Nigeria Listen/na??d???ri?/, commonly
referred to as Nigeria, is a Nigeria has one of the largest populations of youth in the world. by inhabitants along the
middle reaches of the river around Timbuktu prior to Nigerian becomes first African to fly solo around the world
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Nigeria In Nigeria, 43% of girls are married off before their 18th birthday. 17% are married before they turn 15. The
prevalence of child marriage varies widely from one NewsRoundup 5/5/17 - Latest News in Nigeria & Around The
World Our green passports have been to many places in the world, look at the map to have a view of them or browse
through the links below. Check out our Travel Images for Nigeria (Nigeria, Around the World) Nigeria - US News
& World Report May 1, 2017 What comes to mind when you hear Nigeria? One in every five African is Nigerian that
is how large and populated Nigeria is. It is not just
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